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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, ARTHUR HENRY HoL 

LIDAY LEWIs, a subject of the King of Great 
Britain, residing at 23 Ryder Street, Lon 
don, S. W. 1, England, have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Self 
Instructors for Games, (for which applica 
tion for Letters Patent was filed in Great 
Britain on the 14th day of October, 1920, 
Serial No. 29,064.) of which the following 
is a specification, reference being made to 
the accompanying drawings, forming a part 
thereof. . 

This invention relates to an apparatus or 
device for enabling a person to detect and 
correct his errors or faults in playing games, 
Such a golf, tennis, cricket, billiards or other 
games in which a club or other implement is 
employed. 
In playing such games, the correct posi 

tion or attitude of the body from the begin 
ning to the end of the playing stroke, the 
grip of the club or implement, and the posi 
tion of the limbs during the stroke are all 
essential to successful playing. 
Whilst a player can obtain from books, 

information as to correct playing and com 
mon faults, he cannot readily study his own 
errors, has to rely on information from an 
other person. 

It is the chief object of the present inven 
tion to provide a handy, cheap, and efficient 
device whereby a person, in practising a 
game, can detect and correct his errors or 
model his game or play on that of some ex 
pert or exponent. In accordance with the 
present invention, there is provided a mirror 
or reflector which can be suspended, stood 
or supported at a convenient distance in 
front of the player and it is furnished with 
a holder or the like in which can be dis played pictures, diagrams or photographs 
shewing the correct positions which the 
player wishes to study and copy, 
tate the checking of the player's attitude and 
actions, the mirror may be furnished with 
one or more vertical and horizontal lines or 
the like, similar lines or marks being placed 
on or in front of the pictures or photographs 
so that the player can check his actions and 
attitudes relatively to these lines, with the 
attitude of the model, or the mirror and the 
picture holder may be furnished with a se 
ries of vertical and horizontal lines arranged 
checker-wise. . . 

To facili 

With these objects in view, my invention 
comprises the construction and arrangement 
of operating parts herein shewn and de 
scribed as one embodiment of my invention 
and then particularly pointed out in the ap 
pended claims. 

Referring to the accompanying draw 
Ing:- 

Fig. 1 is a front elevation and 
Fig. 2 is a side elevation of an embodi 

ment of the present invention. 
A is the reflector or mirror and B the 

holder for the picture or pictures. 
In the embodiment of the invention illus 

trated, the device is arranged to be support 
ed from the ground. 
The mirror A is preferably convex and 

is carried in a light frame a. 
A leg or support C is adapted to receive 

or is appropriately connected to the lower 
side or edge of the mirror or reflector A. 
The mirror may fit into a slot or opening in 
the top of the support C so that the two 
parts can be assembled or taken apart easily 
or these two members A and C may be per 
manently secured together. 
The leg or support C may be telescopic so 

that it takes up a minimum of space when 
not in use and may be telescopic or adjust 
able so that when the leg is struck into the 
ground and the device is in use, the distance 
of the device from the ground may be ad 
justed in accordance with the requirements 
of the user. 
The pictures shewing the attitudes or pos 

tures upon which the user desires to model 
his play are arranged in series so that they 
can be quickly and successively displayed 
in proper relation to the mirror or to the 
reflection of the user therein. The holder 
for the pictures conveniently comprises a 
frame B formed from a piece of wire bent 
to the shape shewn. The ends b of the frame. 
are turned inward and pass through lugs a 
carried by the frame a of the mirror and to 
retain the frame in the upright position 
when the device is in use, the ends of the 
frame may have shoulders adapted to enter 
recesses in the lugs and to be retained there 
in by the spring-like nature of the frame, in 
a well known manner. When the device is 
not in use, this holder B by being turned 
back can rest in the concave back of the 
mirror making the entire apparatus of small 
compass for carrying. 
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For convenience in exposing a number 
of photographs or pictures in series, there 
are mounted two rings b b at the top of 
the frame B. . . . 
As each picture B' is required it is turned 

over from the rear side of the apparatus to 
the front (see Fig. 2) so that the user hav 
ing finished with one detail of the play can 
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picture and mirror. 

readily bring the next picture of the series 
to view above the mirror. 
Although in the example, shewn the pic 

tures are arranged above the mirror, they 
may be equally well arranged alongside of it. 
To facilitate the user adapting himself 

readily to the attitude or position of the body 
or limbs shewn in the picture, a convenient 
number of indicators or guides may be pro 
vided, as above stated, both on the mirror 
and on the pictures. In the example shewn, 
there are arranged at top and bottom of the 
picture holder or on each of the pictures 
indicators BB8 and in similar positions on 
the mirror are placed indicators A' A'. 
These indicators provide a guide for the 
central line of the body. . . t 
Similar indicators may be arranged at 

the sides of the mirror and of the pictures. 
Also when golf, for example, is the game 

being studied, it has been found useful to 
arrange a series of lines. B' checker-wise on 
the pictures so that the position of the feet 
of the model and the club can be studied, 
similar lines. A being arranged on the 

O. . . . . 

These indicators can consist of threads or 
wires stretched across the mirror and the 
picture or consist of discs marked upon the 
In addition to or in 

ors, a series of vertical horizontal or other 
movable or adjustable guides or indicators 
may be provided. • 

For example, a number of fine wires or 
threads having their ends secured to guides 
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movable along the frame of the mirror may 
be provided, similar wires or threads being 
adjustably mounted on the frame of the 
picture holder. In this latter case the wires 
and threads may be carried upon a supple 
mental frame to allow for the pictures being 
turned over or slipped behind the frame. 
These adjustable indicators can be moved so 
that the user can study more minutely any 
particular position or grip. - 
The device has been shewn adapted to be 

Supported from the ground and the leg sup 
port shewn may be replaced by a wire Sup 
port which can be folded back behind the mirror when not in use. 
The device when used for the game of 

billiards for example, may be provided with 
a support for securing it to a table. 

It may also be adapted to be hung on a 
Wall so as to be used in a room as for ex 
ample, for the studying of physical exercises. 

place of these indicat 
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As it is well known that one point should 
be mastered correctly before trying to ex 
ecute the entire stroke, the pictures will show 
say in the game of golf, the grip of the 
hands, then the attitude of body and limbs 
and the position of the club, at the initial 
point of the stroke, then the same at one or 

70 

two points in the execution of the stroke, and 
finally the correct positions at the end of the 
stroke. The Flyer standing in front of 
the device will see himself in the mirror 

75 

with the picture giving the correct attitude 
on a line with his own reflection, and havin 
studied and mastered say the grip, he will change the picture to that showing the posi 
tion at the beginning of the stroke and so on 
through the series of pictures. 
The pictures may be photographs of actual players, so that the person using the device . 

can accurately copy the various acts and 
attitudes, the aforesaid guide lines enabling 
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him to study minute details of position and 
detect and correct his errors. . 
As the reflection of say a right handed 

player will appear in the mirror as a left 
handed player, it is necessary that in pre 
paring the picture or photographs that these 
are made to agree. This can be accomplished 
by printing the photographs of a right 
right handed player from a reversed nega 
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95 
tive thus making the photograph to appear : 
lefthanded. 
What I claim as my invention and desire 

to secure by Letters Patent is:- 
1. In a self-instructor, in combination, a 00 

mirror, a picture of a figure having an ideal 
pose, means for supporting the picture ad 
jacent the mirror, and in such relationship 
thereto that the image of the observer in the mirror is closely adjacent the pictured 
figure, the observer's image and the pictured 
figure being simultaneously visible to the 
observer when standing in front of the mir 
ror, and indicating means on the mirror and 
picture for aiding the observer in positioning 
himself so that his image is similar to the 
figure illustrated in the copy picture. 

2. In a self instructor, a reflecting surface 
having coordinate lines superposed thereon, 
a copy picture adjacent the reflecting surface 
including the representation of a figure hav 
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ing an ideal pose and also having coordinate. 
lines superposed thereon, the copy picture 
and reflecting surface being visible simul 
taneously by an observer standing in front 120 
of the reflecting. surface so that.the image 

pared with the figure illustrated in the copy 
picture with the assistance of the coordinate 
lines. 

3. In a self-instructor, in combination, a 
circular. convex mirror, a picture of a figure 
having an ideal pose, means associated with 
the mirror for supporting the picture in such 
relationship to the mirror that the image 

of the observer in the mirror may be com 
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of the observer in the mirror is closely ad 
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jacent the pictured figure, coordinate lines 
on the mirror and corresponding coordinate 
lines on the picture whereby an observer 
standing in front of the mirror and simul 
taneously perceiving his image and the ideal 
figure, is enabled to compare his image with 
said figure. 

4. In a self-instructor, in combination, a 
mirror so curved that the image of an ob 
server stationed in front of the same is of 
relatively small size, a picture of a figure 
having an ideal pose, means associated with 
the mirror for supporting said picture in 
such relationship to the mirror that the 
image of the observer in the mirror is closely 
adjacent the pictured figure, the observer's 
image and the picture being simultaneously 
visible to the observer when standing in 
front of the mirror so that the observer's 
pose may be compared with the ideal pose. 

5. In a self-instructor, in combination, a 
portable curved mirror, a picture of a figure 
having an ideal pose, means for SPEEE 

SC the picture adjacent the mirror an 
relationship thereto that the image of the 
observer in the mirror is closely adjacent 
the pictured figure, the observer's image and 
the pictured figure being simultaneously 

visible to the observer when standing in 
front of the mirror, indicating means on 
the mirror and picture for aiding 
server in positioning himself so that his 

the ob 
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image is similar to the figure illustrated in . 
the copy picture, and supporting means for 
the mirror including a leg adapted to have 
one end inserted into the ground and havin 
a member secured to the other end designe 
and constructed to be readily attached and 
detached from the mirror. 

6. In a self-instructor, in combination, a 
mirror so curved that the image of an ob 
server stationed in front of the same is 
of relatively small size, a series of pictures 
showing figures disposed in ideal poses, com 
mon means associated with the mirror for 
supporting said pictures in such manner 
that any one of them may be brought into 
such relationship to the mirror that the 
image of the observer in the mirror is closely adjacent and parallel to the pictured figure, 
the other pictures being concealed from view, 
the observer's image and the picture being 
simultaneously visible to the observer when 
standing in front of the mirror so that the 
observer's pose may be compared with the 
ideal pose. 

ARTHUR HENRY HOLDAY LEWIS. 
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